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ll Introduction 

Welcome to ACC’s social rehabilitation assessment guidelines for 2003/04. 

These guidelines are a companion to ACC’s:

ll social rehabilitation assessment “tool”, which assessors use to assess ACC claimants’ social 

rehabilitation needs

ll social rehabilitation assessment user guide, which provides practical information for assessors 

on using the tool. 

All three documents have been specifically produced for social rehabilitation assessors, recognising 

their role as a vital part of ACC’s network of health and rehabilitation professionals. They provide 

important and useful information about social rehabilitation and the options available to meet ACC 

claimants’ needs. 

The purpose of the guidelines, assessment tool and user guide 

Together, the guidelines, assessment tool and user guide aim to help assessors conduct 

assessments efficiently and effectively based on a comprehensive understanding of ACC’s 

expectations. 

Their purpose is to: 

ll Ensure consistent, quality assessments for ACC claimants

ll Provide information about ACC’s: 

l role

l policies and processes

l rehabilitation principles

l expectations for assessment. 

These guidelines offer guidance on developing rehabilitation options for ACC claimants, as well as 

other factors to consider (such as conditions not related to the claimant’s injury) and any exceptions 

to the “norm”. 
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Appendix 1 of these guidelines provides more information on ACC, while Appendix 2 includes 

information about community nursing services – treatment services that are additional to social 

rehabilitation. 

Assessment reports – templates

The assessment tool, together with assessment report templates for assessors, is available:

ll online at www.acc.co.nz 

ll via the ACC Stationery Order Line on 0800 802 444

ll by contacting the local ACC branch or contact centre.

note

Policy information in these guidelines is background information only. The important thing to 

remember is that assessments must identify all a claimant’s needs and develop options to 

match those needs. ACC’s role is to determine the claimant’s social rehabilitation entitlement in 

accordance with its legislation and to liaise with other agencies as appropriate.
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ll Chapter 1: 
Social Rehabilitation in Context

Social rehabilitation is just one element of a claimant’s rehabilitation. 

ACC defines “rehabilitation” as a process of active change and support to help a person with a 

covered injury regain their health, independence and therefore their ability to participate in their 

usual activities as far as practicable. It includes:

ll Social rehabilitation: rehabilitation and support in everyday living activities.

ll Vocational rehabilitation: help with returning to work.

ll Treatment for the effects of an injury.

Social rehabilitation 

ACC determines a claimant’s entitlement to social rehabilitation after assessing their needs and 

considering options for meeting those needs in a timely and financially responsible way. 

Social rehabilitation aims to help restore a claimant’s ability to function (and therefore their 

independence) as far as practicable in everyday living activities. Independence includes the capacity 

to function in: 

ll communication

ll domestic activities (cleaning, laundry, meal preparation and associated shopping activities)

ll education

ll financial management

ll health care

ll hygiene care

ll mobility

ll motivation

ll safety management
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ll sexuality

ll cognitive tasks of daily living

ll use of transport.

Depending on the claimant’s needs, they may be entitled to one or a combination of eight social 

rehabilitation options provided under the Injury Prevention, Rehabilitation, and Compensation Act 

2001. These options are: 

ll home help

ll attendant care

ll child care

ll equipment (aids and appliances)

ll housing modifications

ll transport for independence (including vehicle purchase and modifications)

ll education support

ll training for independence.

These guidelines cover each of these options. The user guide has specific information on the usual 

types and amount of support that may be needed. 

It is important to remember that the options for effective rehabilitation extend well beyond this 

list. All other possibilities should always be considered – including those offered by the claimant’s 

family/whanau and support community and by other government and community agencies. 

note

It is important to remember that the options for effective rehabilitation extend well 

beyond this list. All other possibilities should always be considered – including those offered 

bythe claimant’s family/whanau and support community and by other government and 

community agencies. 
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Packages of Care 

In some cases, ACC can provide social rehabilitation (on a short-term basis) without an external 

assessment using “Packages of Care”. 

Packages of Care combine home-based rehabilitation support services and are available for 

claimants with uncomplicated, non-serious injuries, such as a fractured ankle. The nature of the 

package depends on the claimant’s injury type and living situation.  

Packages of Care aim to: 

ll Speed up the provision of home-based rehabilitation for claimants with straightforward needs.

ll Provide nationally consistent home-based rehabilitation for similar injury types and 

circumstances

ll Provide a more efficient and safer discharge from hospital.

ll Streamline ACC’s processes for deciding on home-based rehabilitation entitlements.

ACC may request an external assessment, in addition to a Package of Care, if a claimant has a 

specific need such as preschool child care or equipment.

Ancillary services 

Ancillary services help claimants to access treatment and social or vocational rehabilitation. They 

include: 

ll emergency transport by ambulance

ll transport to treatment

ll transport required to obtain certain types of vocational and social rehabilitation

ll travel for escorts and support people in specific situations

ll help with accommodation for claimants, escorts and/or a support person in certain situations

ll applications for help with travel made through the case manager/case coordinator.

Paying for social rehabilitation

ACC has three options for providing social rehabilitation. We can:

ll buy and arrange rehabilitation support

7



ll fund support for which the claimant is responsible for arranging or managing

ll contribute to part (or all) of the cost of the support.

The ACC rehabilitation model 

Social rehabilitation is part of ACC’s rehabilitation model. The model is founded on internationally 

accepted concepts such as “independence”, “health”, “participation” and “quality of life”. 

These concepts are mirrored in the Injury Prevention, Rehabilitation, and Compensation Act 2001, 

which states that ACC should focus on rehabilitation with the goal of achieving an appropriate 

quality of life, through the provision of entitlements that restore to the maximum practicable extent 

claimants’ health, independence and participation.

ACC believes that effective rehabilitation involves working in partnership with claimants (and 

others) to: 

ll identify needs

ll provide appropriate support and entitlements 

figure 1: ACC rehabilitation model
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ll help restore function

ll facilitate participation that contributes to the claimant’s quality of life. 

Key points of the ACC rehabilitation model

ll The claimant remains the central focus of rehabilitation (under the Act, rehabilitation 

entitlements are only provided to the claimant). 

ll ACC provides entitlements in accordance with the Act that build on the claimant’s ability to 

respond to identified needs and achieve rehabilitation goals.

ll Family/Whanau and external support networks and services help the claimant to achieve 

rehabilitation goals.

ll Independence and health (ie. wellness or quality of life) are the goals towards which ACC works 

with the claimant and their support network.

ll ACC acknowledges claimant participation in a wide range of activities by helping them to access 

social rehabilitation entitlements and linking them with other agencies and community groups.

ll ACC helps the claimant to achieve the best possible quality of life post-injury by bringing 

all these elements together in an “Individual Rehabilitation Plan” (IRP). The IRP is planned, 

predictive and agreed by the claimant (or their representative). It helps both ACC and the 

claimant to focus on the strategies and goals that will help the claimant achieve maximum 

possible independence and quality of life.

ll While ACC is not responsible for funding non-injury-related health, education or community 

services, we are committed to ensuring these aspects of rehabilitation are identified in the 

claimant’s IRP. 

From ACC’s perspective, a claimant’s rehabilitation: 

ll Is a process that the claimant experiences, not something ACC gives them (ACC does not 

“provide” rehabilitation, we fund and facilitate rehabilitation).

ll Happens in partnership with ACC and other relevant parties (such as the claimant’s family/

whanau, employer and GP).

ll Is supported by ACC providing entitlements that help the claimant to maintain health and 

achieve independence.

ll Could require support from other sectors, agencies and community groups.
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ll Varies depending on the claimant’s culture, age, health and other claimant-specific factors.

ll Needs to be tailored to the claimant’s injury abilities and their specific needs in the three areas 

of rehabilitation.

10



What is a social rehabilitation assessment?

A social rehabilitation assessment has two parts:

1. A “needs assessment”, which identifies the claimant’s injury-related needs for social 

rehabilitation 

2. An assessment of the social rehabilitation options available to meet those needs. The aim is 

to identify options that address the claimant’s functional limitations and help restore their 

independence as far as practicable.

A social rehabilitation assessment considers factors such as: 

ll the claimant’s level of independence before and after their injury

ll where they live, e.g. geographical location

ll the limitations they have suffered as a result of their injury

ll the kinds of rehabilitation that would be appropriate to minimise those limitations

ll the long- and short-term outcomes that would be achieved by specific rehabilitation options 

ll the most cost-effective rehabilitation alternatives and options

ll if the claimant is entitled to vocational rehabilitation, any social rehabilitation that may 

reasonably help them participate in work

ll in the case of reassessment:

l whether an item previously provided by ACC needs replacing

l changes in the claimant’s needs or circumstances since the last assessment.

ACC uses this information to determine the claimant’s entitlements according to its legislation and 

policies. 

ll Chapter 2: 
ACC Social Rehabilitation Assessment
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The assessment objective

The objective of a social rehabilitation assessment is to provide ACC with sufficient information to:

ll enable us to make a decision on the appropriate entitlements to meet the claimant’s needs that 

the assessor has identified

ll in the case of more seriously injured claimants, develop a rehabilitation plan detailing the 

claimant’s needs and the support we will provide.

Social rehabilitation assessments aim to help the claimant take the first steps to achieving their 

“rehabilitation outcome”. 

A rehabilitation outcome means a rehabilitation goal, objective or result that may be determined by 

ACC and agreed in an Individual Rehabilitation Plan.

This outcome relates to restoring the claimant’s independence (their ability to function) as far as 

practicable, in everyday living activities such as domestic activities and personal care. 

note

The assessor’s role is to identify all the claimant’s needs and the options for social rehabilitation 

to meet those needs. It is ACC’s role to decide on entitlements and choose the most appropriate 

and cost-effective option(s) to achieve the rehabilitation outcome.

Step 1: Identifying the claimant’s needs

ACC defines a need as something the claimant is having difficulty with, or is prevented from doing, to 

achieve their rehabilitation outcome. 

A need can be expressed by the claimant or their family/whanau or be observed by an assessor or 

social rehabilitation provider. It can be physical, cognitive, emotional, behavioural, social, cultural, 

spiritual or environmental. 

Needs can arise from:

ll limitations the claimant suffers as a direct result of their injury (injury-related need)

ll other conditions that affect the claimant’s ability to be independent (non-injury-related need), 

such as age-related illness, disability and disease.
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ACC has developed a generic assessment tool to help assessors identify claimants’ needs. Assessors 

must record on the tool whether each need is injury or non-injury related.

note

Refer to Chapter 1 when reading this section, which outlines the areas of independence

Step 2: Developing options

Having identified the claimant’s need for social rehabilitation and clarified the rehabilitation 

outcome, the assessor must identify and report on all the rehabilitation options available to meet 

those needs. 

There may be a number of options (including the claimant’s preferred one). They all need to be 

reported to ACC with a timeframe for achieving the rehabilitation outcome. Other options may 

include non-ACC support, such as a neighbour volunteering to take the claimant shopping.

figure 2: developing rehabilitation options

Outcome

Need

Option

Need

Option

Option

Option
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The options need to specify how much support the claimant needs over the expected duration of 

their injury (the user guide has information on expected durations). For most claimants this should 

decrease as their ability to function and level of independence increase (see Figure 3).

table 1: example of rehabilitation options

need options comment 

Domestic 

activities: 

grocery 

shopping

1. Shopping ordered by 

telephone and delivered weekly 

for 6 weeks

Claimant able to retain control 

over the type and amount of 

groceries ordered. 

Independence maintained.

2. Home help – personal 

caregiver takes claimant 

shopping each week – 1.5 hours 

for 6 weeks

Claimant does not need to worry 

about grocery shopping and can 

concentrate on recovery.

3. Family member does 

claimant’s shopping on behalf of 

the claimant

Family member able to do the 

shopping on the weekends.

figure 3: rehabilitation resource requirements

Resources

Injury time Independence Outcome achieved

Increasing independence

Decreasing independence
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The people involved in social rehabilitation assessments

The claimant

The claimant is responsible for attending and participating in the assessment, together with their 

family/whanau if they wish. Once ACC has determined their entitlement to social rehabilitation, the 

claimant’s IRP is updated and agreed by them and ACC. 

The claimant can ask for the entitlement to be independently reviewed if they don’t agree with ACC’s 

decision. 

note

ACC will give the claimant a copy of the assessment report.

The ACC case manager

Based in ACC branches, case managers provide a face-to-face service and often participate in case 

conferences with GPs and other service providers. A large part of their work involves working with 

claimants to develop their IRPs and ensuring they get the services and treatment they need.

The case manager is responsible for referring the claimant to a social rehabilitation assessor for an 

independent external assessment. They will specify the type of assessment and the rehabilitation 

outcome, and provide the assessor with all the relevant information. 

Once they receive the assessment report, the case manager evaluates and decides on the 

appropriate social rehabilitation options (they may ask the assessor for additional comments or 

options). They then agree to the proposed goals with the claimant (or their representative), arrange 

the rehabilitation services and set rehabilitation milestones and review dates. This is all documented 

in the claimant’s IRP. 

Ideally, the assessor and the provider of the rehabilitation service will be different people. If this is 

not practicable, the case manager manages any potential conflict between the assessor and provider 

roles (on behalf of ACC) and decides who will provide the service. 

The ACC case coordinator

ACC case coordinators manage claimants with uncomplicated injuries who have a low risk of 

exceeding an expected duration. Based in ACC contact centres, their main contact with claimants 

and providers is via telephone, fax or email. 15



Many claimants managed by case coordinators are eligible for a standard package of home support 

(Package of Care – see page 7) and therefore do not need to be referred to an external assessor. 

The ACC lifetime rehabilitation planner

ACC has recently introduced “lifetime rehabilitation planning” to better assist seriously injured 

claimants who are likely to require long-term or lifelong ACC support. 

A lifetime rehabilitation planner:

ll identifies the claimant’s needs 

ll refers them for assessments as required. 

This involves conducting an initial interview and gathering relevant medical and social information 

from the claimant and appropriate others. The planner then shares any relevant information with the 

social rehabilitation assessor to avoid duplication, and may also visit the claimant with the assessor 

for a comprehensive needs assessment. 

Once the assessment is complete the planner, together with the claimant and relevant others, 

develops an IRP that predicts the likely assessments and support services required over the 

claimant’s lifetime.

Once ACC and the claimant (or their representative) have agreed to the plan, it is implemented by the 

case manager and evaluated and updated periodically by the lifetime rehabilitation planner.

The assessor

The assessor is an independent health or rehabilitation professional, contracted to ACC to:

ll assess the claimant’s needs for social rehabilitation services

ll identify rehabilitation options and timeframes 

ll provide a report to ACC outlining the options appropriate to meet the claimant’s needs, and the 

advantages and disadvantages of each option

ll make sure cultural support is available during the assessment process if required, and that the 

assessment process is culturally appropriate to the claimant’s needs and beliefs.

16



note

The assessor’s role is to assess needs and develop options. It does not involve determining ACC 

entitlements or advising the claimant what ACC will or will not provide. 

The assessment framework and process

The assessment framework

Figure 4 summarises the framework for social rehabilitation assessments. Note it assumes we have 

accepted the claimant’s claim.

It illustrates:

ll the assessor’s role in establishing the scope of the claimant’s needs 

ll ACC’s role in determining entitlement, providing the required rehabilitation services and 

referring the claimant for reassessment if required.

17



figure 4: the social rehabilitation assessment framework

Claimant is injured and 

presents with needs for 

social rehabilitation

Reassessment

Identifies all the 

claimant’s needs for 

social rehabilitation 

Develops options to 

address the claimant’s 

functional limitations 

and help achieve the 

rehabilitation outcome

May require a 

specialised assessment 

Considers assessment and 

allocates entitlement based on the 

most appropriate and cost-effective 

option to achieve the rehabilitation 

outcome, based on ACC policy and 

legislation

Rehab 

outcome 

achieved

Rehab 

outcome 

not 

achieved or 

is ongoing

ACC’s role (case owner)

Assessor’s role
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Types of assessment

A social rehabilitation assessment consists of one, two or all of:

ll  A generic assessment:

l standard

l complex.

ll A single discipline assessment, including physiotherapist, occupational therapist, speech 

language therapist, dietician, social worker, psychologist .

ll A specialised assessment.

ACC will specify on the referral form which assessment is required.

Generic assessments

Generic assessments identify all the claimant’s needs and the options to meet those needs. There 

may be only one option or a combination of options, or a further specialised assessment may be 

required. 

Generic assessments are either standard or complex, depending on the claimant’s needs:

ll A generic standard assessment is for claimants who present with one or two needs including 

domestic activities (including child care), health and hygiene, mobility and transport. They 

usually have uncomplicated injuries and an expected duration of recovery, but do not meet the 

criteria for a Package of Care.

ll A generic complex assessment is for claimants who present with many needs. They usually have 

a serious injury, or multiple injuries that may be complicated by other factors, and may or may 

not have an expected duration of recovery. Complex assessments are also used for seriously 

injured claimants who live in residential facilities or are receiving residential rehabilitation.

Figure 5 illustrates the components of a generic assessment:

Specialised assessments

Specialised assessments are for claimants who:

ll Have a particular need that requires further assessment by a specially trained and skilled 

person; or

19



Figure 5 illustrates the components of a generic assessment:

Specialised assessments

Specialised assessments are for claimants who:

ll Have a particular need that requires further assessment by a specially trained and skilled 

person; or

ll Are assessed as needing a particular option that requires further assessment by a specially 

trained and skilled person (for example, a wheelchair or seating assessment).

Specialised social rehabilitation assessments include:

ll housing modifications

ll equipment (excluding wheelchairs)

ll wheelchair and seating 

ll transport for independence 

ll education support

ll assistive technology

ll nursing

20



figure 5: the social rehabilitation assessment tool

Assessment tools

Section One Claimant Information

ll Background information and pre-injury 

status

ll Living arrangements and social support

Section Two: 

Only required for Complex 

Assessments 

Functional limitations

Outlines the claimant’s functional status 

– physical, cognitive, emotional, behavioural, 

safety.

Section Three: 

Only required for Complex 

Assessments

Activities of daily living

Ability to undertake activities of daily living.

Section Four:

Under a standard 

assessment this is 

section two 

Summary of needs and options

ll Effects of injury on claimant

ll Overall summary and options, 

including any need for further 

specialised assessments

Appendices

Appendices Assessment tools

Effects of injury on claimant

Overall summary and options, including any 

need for further specialised assessments

ACC social rehabilitation 

referral form

Assessment tool

Completed by ACC

Completed by assessor
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The assessment process

The user guide has more information on the assessment process, which involves the following steps.

1. The claimant presents to ACC with one or more social rehabilitation needs.

2. ACC decides whether a Package of Care will meet their needs.

If Then

Yes ACC approves the appropriate Package of Care and does not refer for an 

external assessment

No ACC makes a referral for a social rehabilitation standard, complex or 

specialised assessment

3. If an external assessment is needed, the assessor receives the referral and contacts the 

claimant to make an appointment for the assessment.

4. The assessor carries out the appropriate assessment (as requested by ACC) in conjunction with 

the claimant and their family/whanau where appropriate.

5. The assessor provides a report, using the appropriate assessment tool, to ACC.

6. ACC decides the most appropriate option for the claimant based on the assessor’s report, and 

arranges for the necessary support. ACC may ask the assessor for further information, or refer 

the claimant for a specialised assessment.

Assessment locations

Social rehabilitation assessments usually take place in the claimant’s home, but may also take place 

in a hospital or at a specialist assessor’s office.

Ensuring safety

Personal safety

ACC’s is committed to preventing injury and promoting the health, safety and welfare of claimants, 

their family/whanau, caregivers, assessors, service providers and the general public at all times, in 

all circumstances. 
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ACC case managers will let assessors know if they know of any history of violence, aggression or 

psychological difficulties with the claimant and/or their family/whanau. In these situations, the 

assessor should refer to their own health and safety policies. If they wish to be accompanied by a 

colleague and/or ACC staff member, this should be discussed with the ACC case manager before the 

assessment takes place.

ACC will also advise on the referral form, if it is known, if the claimant has any dogs.

Identifying hazards in the claimant’s home

Injury prevention is one of ACC’s key responsibilities, and we rely on assessors to promote our 

philosophy of claimant safety at home. This means:

ll Identifying any obvious hazards that will or could affect claimant safety or rehabilitation (such 

as rugs, frayed electrical cords, uneven floor levels and access issues).

ll Discussing any hazards – and how they can be reduced or rectified – with the claimant and their 

family/whanau.

ll Advising the ACC case manager if hazards can’t be eliminated or resolved.

To help in this process, ACC has a checklist (the ACC835) designed for people to self-assess their 

risk of slips, trips and falls in the home. It covers key areas within the home – the kitchen, living 

room/lounge, stairs and steps, bedrooms and bathrooms – as well as those outside, such as paths, 

ladders and driveways. It includes a space to identify actions for each risk area identified. 

While claimants and/or their family/whanau can complete the checklist themselves, the assessor 

can also use it during the assessment if it is clear a claimant is at risk of slips, trips or falls. The 

assessor should discuss options the claimant can take to address any identified risks.  Copies are 

available from requesting this via www.acc.co.nz/acc-publications

note

 ACC is not usually responsible for paying for claimants’ property to be repaired.

The New Zealand Patient Handling Guidelines

“The New Zealand Patient Handling Guidelines: the Liten Up Approach”, was first published by ACC in 

October 2003 out of concern that the handling of individuals was a major cause of musculo-skeletal 
23



injuries to nurses and other cares in the Health Care sector.  Injuries are occurring not just within 

institutions such as hospitals but also out in the community.  The NZ Patient Handling Guideline 

document has been written based on international evidence and a best practice approach.  It is 

however, not intended to be prescriptive around the hazard of patient handling.

The NZ Patient Handling Guidelines are simply that: guidelines.  They do not impose legal restrictions 

on practice.  They provide a voluntary standard to help you meet your health and safety obligations.

The aim of the guidelines is to encourage treatment providers to put in place a handling programme 

that:

ll eliminates manual and patient handling wherever possible;

ll encourages the use of lifting equipment where this is available and appropriate;

ll includes risk assessment (so factors are taken into account such as the individual engaged in 

the lifting, their load, the task they are trying to achieve and the environment) to lower the risk 

involved in handling (to both the claimant and carer)

Patient handling is a hazard.  Under the Health and Safety Legislation, there is a requirement to 

manage such a hazard, particularly when it can cause significant harm.  The New Zealand Patient 

Handling Guidelines is a best practice resource that can be used to assess and manage the risk in 

Claimant handling situations.  It is also relevant to ensure the assessment recognises and notes 

other hazards that may be identified within the home environment for instances slips/trips/falls, 

violence and manual handling.  

Please be familiar with the resource when assessing the needs of claimants in the home 

environment.  Specifically consider this document’s recommendations with respect to carer training, 

equipment needs, facility design and mobility issues.

Competence, safety and cultural considerations

ACC requires all contracted assessors to: 

ll be technically, clinically and culturally competent and safe

ll meet appropriate health and safety standards

ll regularly monitor and evaluate their services with claimants, their family/whanau and the 

community
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ll have assessment policies, procedures and best practice guidelines in place

ll address issues that claimants raise and have processes to resolve these issues

ll uphold the principles of cultural best practice and the Treaty of Waitangi (see Appendix 1 for 

more information about the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi). 

Maori 

All ACC-contracted assessors are required to:

ll recognise and acknowledge Maori spiritual values and beliefs

ll recognise and acknowledge Maori cultural diversity and uniqueness by providing non-

judgemental and non-discriminatory assessments

ll ensure Maori support is available to Maori claimants during an assessment visit and at 

subsequent assessments. 

Wherever possible, assessors should establish and maintain links:

ll with whanau, hapu, iwi and local Maori community organisations to ensure they meet the needs 

of Maori claimants during the assessment process (ie. for alternative support systems and other 

community resources)

ll with Maori providers in the local region.

Pacific peoples

ACC also requires assessors to provide and demonstrate a culturally appropriate, quality service that 

meets the needs of Pacific peoples and that recognises, respects and acknowledges their culture, 

values and beliefs.

ACC-contracted assessors are required to: 

ll understand and respect that dignity and the sacredness of life are integral in the delivery of 

social rehabilitation services

ll encourage and support the active participation of Pacific peoples in all levels of social 

rehabilitation and health and disability services

ll recognise the integral roles of Pacific leadership, Pacific communities and their families

ll ensure Pacific peoples receive excellent social rehabilitation services that are culturally 

competent and clinically sound.
25



With the informed consent of the claimant, the assessor should identify culturally accepted 

rehabilitation options that involve the claimant’s family. For example, assessors can:

ll refer claimants to, or work collaboratively with, “by Pacific for Pacific” services

ll ensure cultural support is available to Pacific claimants throughout the assessment process

ll empower claimants by involving them in the assessment process

ll provide cultural therapies/counselling/treatment.

The user guide has more information on cultural competence.

Code of ACC Claimants’ Rights

All social rehabilitation assessors are bound by the Code of ACC Claimants’ Rights.

Effective from 1 February 2003, the Code confers rights on claimants and imposes obligations on ACC 

(or people acting on its behalf) in dealing with claimants. Claimants can make a complaint under the 

Code about any dealings with ACC they have had since 1 February 2003.

The Code encourages positive relationships between ACC and claimants, based on mutual trust, 

respect, understanding and participation. ACC is committed to working with claimants to ensure they 

receive the highest practicable standard of service and fairness.

The code covers people acting as agents of ACC or people who provide services on behalf of or 

authorised by the Corporation.  Assessors must therefore be aware of their obligations under the 

code and may be subject to a complaint brought under the code.  

Assessors can get copies of the Code from Bennetts book stores and at www.acc.co.nz.

Other relevant legislation

The following legislation applies to ACC-contracted assessors’ conduct and professional practice 

during assessment:

ll Claimants’ rights under the Injury Prevention, Rehabilitation, and Compensation Act 2001.

ll Official Information Act 1982.

ll Privacy Act 1993.
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ll The Health and Disability Commissioner Act 1994.

ll Health Information Privacy Code 1994.

ll Human Rights Act 1993.

ll Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992.

Assessment processes for older people

The New Zealand Guidelines Group has developed a best practice, evidence-based guideline 

providing recommendations for appropriate and effective processes for assessment of personal, 

social, functional and clinical needs in older people.  

ACC strongly encourages assessors to take note and apply these guidelines when assessing older 

people.

An electronic copy of the full guideline is available for download from  www.nzgg.org.nz or a printed 

copy is available from info@nzgg.org.nz, phone (04) 471 4180 or Box 10-665, Wellington, 

New Zealand.
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ll Chapter 3: 
Home Help

What is home help?

Home help is one of many options that can help claimants restore their independence in domestic 

activities. 

It is provided to a claimant in their home when the person who usually does these tasks cannot 

because of a personal injury they have suffered. 

By “home”, we mean a place of residence in New Zealand that is lawfully occupied by the claimant or 

their parent, guardian or husband/wife. It includes a place where the claimant intends to live after it 

is built, but does not include a hospital, hostel, hotel, motel, rest home or other institution.

Home help should be considered in the context of all other services provided. For example, it could 

be provided by the same person who provides services such as attendant care or child care. ACC 

prefers to provide home help through a contracted agency that the claimant has chosen.

It is the role of ACC to decide who the HBR provider is, after the Assessment has been completed and 

a decision regarding options is being made.

What home help does

Home help provides the claimant with help in their domestic activities. These involve three key 

services:

1. Cleaning, including: 

l kitchen cleaning (surfaces, dishes) 

l bathroom and toilet cleaning

l floor cleaning (vacuuming and mopping)

l dusting

l bed-making
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l rubbish disposal

l laundry (washing, hanging out clothes to dry, ironing).

2. Meal preparation and cooking (or a delivered meal service if appropriate)

3. Grocery shopping (for food, cleaning products and similar).

Exclusions

Home help does not generally cover:

ll exterior activities, such as exterior home maintenance, lawn mowing or gardening

ll interior cleaning tasks where there is no risk to the claimant’s health, safety or hygiene, such as 

spring cleaning or cleaning in preparation for interior decorating. 

Assessing the need for domestic activities 

Home help focuses on restoring the claimant’s independence at home. In assessing the need for 

domestic activities, the assessor needs to consider the domestic activities that:

• the claimant could do before their injury and now cannot because of the injury 

• other family members of the household need help with because the claimant’s injury has placed 

extra demands on them

• other family or household members were responsible for before the claimant’s injury

• other family or household members could reasonably do. 

Cleaning

ACC generally uses two home types to calculate the task, time and frequency requirements for 

cleaning: 

ll A small home (less than 120 square metres and usually occupied by one or two residents): two 

to three bedrooms, one bathroom, one toilet, kitchen/dining and separate lounge.

ll A large home (larger than 120 square metres and usually occupied by a family of one or more 

adults with children): three bedrooms, 1.5 bathrooms, two toilets, lounge, dining room, kitchen 

and hall.
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If the claimant has a different living arrangement from this, the assessor can develop options tailored 

for their individual situation. If they are living with a large extended family, the assessor needs to 

explore other family members’ ability to support the claimant.

note

Where a claimant is living alone or with one other in a large house then cleaning should only 

include the “lived in” areas and generally be considered as a smaller house.

Meal preparation

Meal preparation has two components: 

1. Preparing the meal

2. Cooking and serving the meal.

Meal preparation may be appropriate if the claimant cannot do this task because their injury means 

they:

ll  lack mobility to get to and stand or sit at a bench

ll  lack dexterity with their dominant arm, hand or fingers

ll  suffer cognitive deficits related to memory or confusion as a result of the accident. 

In general, meal preparation may be necessary where the claimant:

ll is the main carer in a family/whanau, without available family support, or 

ll lives on their own without family/whanau or friends available to support them, or 

ll has a dependent relative who cannot help with meal preparation, and no additional social 

supports. 

It is important to consider all options to safely meet the claimant’s need for meal preparation, for 

example the possibility of cooking more than one meal at a time so the claimant can heat their meals 

on other days. In many cases the claimant will only need help for five working days of the week if 

they have family or other social supports that can help in the weekend. The claimant may be able to 

make cold meals for themselves or use the microwave or oven to heat up snacks.
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If the claimant lives alone and needs meal preparation help, it may be more cost effective for ACC to 

buy a delivered meal service (such as Meals on Wheels, Meals on Ice or Ezy meals). This does not 

include frozen meals from the supermarket, although claimants can buy them if they wish instead of 

getting meal preparation help or a delivered meal service.

It is important to consider the claimant’s meal preparation abilities as their recovery progresses 

– for example, delivered meals may only be appropriate during the acute phase of their recovery. 

In general, meals can be provided either up to the duration expected for the injury type or until the 

need is reassessed at six weeks, whichever is earlier. 

Grocery shopping

Grocery shopping may be appropriate for claimants who, because of their injury:

ll cannot physically or cognitively do their own shopping 

ll do not have family/whanau, friends or neighbours readily available to take them shopping or do 

it on their behalf.

Shopping should be done at the nearest supermarket. 

In some areas claimants may be able to arrange for their local supermarket to deliver groceries. 

Claimants with access to a computer and the Internet at home could also use online supermarket 

shopping and a home delivery service where these are available.

Other factors to consider

Non-injury-related conditions

If the claimant has needs for home help that are not related to their injury (for example, due to 

arthritis or ageing), these should be noted in the assessment report. An assessment from other 

funding agencies might be needed to complement the injury-related support that ACC can provide. 

ACC will liaise with other agencies as appropriate.

Underlying conditions

Rehabilitation services are only provided for an injury – not for underlying medical conditions or pre-

injury disabilities and their associated needs. The assessment report needs to describe any effects 

of underlying conditions on the duration of the claimant’s rehabilitation.
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Some conditions that can affect a claimant’s rehabilitation are:

ll ischaemic heart disease

ll peripheral vascular disease

ll chronic pulmonary disease

ll diabetes

ll ageing

ll obesity

ll poorly controlled or end-stage heart failure

ll varicose veins (chronic leg ulcer)

ll psychiatric/psychological illness

ll genetically acquired conditions such as cerebral palsy

ll arthritis. 

Frail and elderly claimants

Frail and elderly claimants often lose dexterity, mobility and strength, which can affect their recovery 

and rehabilitation. 

Home help should meet the claimant’s injury-related needs, not any age-related needs. Elderly 

claimants may need an additional assessment from a needs assessment and service coordination 

agency, funded by the Ministry of Health. 

Mental health conditions

Claimants with underlying mental health conditions may need an additional assessment from a 

mental health assessor.  This is related specifically to non-injury related mental health conditions.

The claimant’s employment

If continuing with home help after the claimant returns to work will speed their recovery and 

transition (perhaps because some rehabilitation is still required), this should be noted in the 

assessment report. 
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The claimant’s cultural requirements

Claimants may have cultural needs and preferences for home help, which the assessor should 

identify during the assessment and in the report. These may relate to food handling, rubbish 

disposal and cultural preferences on who in the family performs household duties.

Guidelines for assessing home help

The user guide contains more information on:

ll the usual time it takes to complete home help tasks, based on a claimant’s injury and social 

circumstances

ll alternatives to home help.
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ll Chapter 4: 
Attendant Care 

What is attendant care? 

Attendant care is one option for meeting a claimant’s health, hygiene and safety needs, particularly 

if they find it difficult to manage their own personal care and cannot safely care for themselves. 

Attendant care comprises:

ll personal care – that is, physical help with moving around and taking care of basic personal 

needs such as bathing and dressing

ll help with the cognitive tasks of daily living, such as communication, orientation, planning and 

task completion 

ll protecting the claimant from further injury in their everyday environment 

ll funding for training a person to provide attendant care (if ACC agrees).

It does not include child care, domestic activities or home maintenance.

ACC prefers to provide attendant care through a contracted agency that the claimant has chosen.  

ACC will discuss provider choice, if attendant care entitlement is approved.   

All options should be explored to meet the claimant’s needs and achieve their rehabilitation 

outcome. For example, it may be more appropriate for ACC to provide some equipment, or coaching, 

to enable the claimant to complete their personal care and look after themselves as independently 

as possible. This may, or may not, be provided in conjunction with some attendant care that 

decreases as the claimant is able to undertake more activities.

Attendant care should be considered in the context of all other services provided – for example, 

it could be provided by the same person who provides home help or child care (unless a qualified 

professional is required).
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Exclusions

Attendant care is not available while a claimant is in school. It is also not generally paid when a 

claimant is hospitalised.

Types of attendant care

Attendant care is paid according to the complexity of the tasks needed and the skill required of the 

caregiver. There are four types:

ll Level one attendant care: basic personal care activities that can be provided by domestic 

workers and often in conjunction with home help 

ll Level two attendant care: personal care activities that require more training and expertise 

– provided by an Enrolled Nurse with a current Annual Practising Certificate, or a trained, 

experienced caregiver who may require some training for specific tasks 

ll Registered Nurse care: personal care for tasks that are complex and invasive and require formal 

training and qualifications. It is provided by a General Registered Nurse, General and Obstetric 

Registered Nurse or a Registered Comprehensive Nurse. Registered Nurses can also supervise 

level two attendant care, if requested by ACC

ll Supervision: “direct” supervision of a claimant may be needed to cue or prompt them and help 

them plan and organise their day. “Indirect” (or oversight) supervision may be needed if the 

claimant is not safe to be left alone. This is usually provided by a level one attendant carer. 

note

The attendant care level is not based on the severity of the injury, but on the complexity of the 

task. A claimant may need a mix of level one, level two, Registered Nurse and supervisory care.

Overnight attendant care 

Overnight attendant care may be an option if the claimant is not safe to be left unattended at home, 

or requires direct injury-related help at night. However, it is important to consider other options such 

as personal alarms, environmental controls and similar devices – see page 38 for more information.
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ACC refers to “sleepover care” when someone who does not live in the claimant’s home sleeps there 

and is on call to provide intermittent care when needed throughout the night. This usually means 

after the claimant has settled in bed until immediately before they wake or are attended to in the 

morning. 

Relief attendant care 

If the claimant’s regular attendant carer is a family/whanau member, they might need relief 

attendant care to give them a break. This aims to ensure the claimant’s needs continue to be met 

safely and appropriately by the family caregiver.

Relief attendant care can be provided by: 

ll admitting the claimant to a residential facility 

ll an alternative caregiver providing attendant care at the family/whanau home (this could occur 

on a regular weekly basis)

ll the claimant going to an alternative caregiver’s home.

Relief attendant care is not a separate entitlement but part of the claimant’s overall care package. 

It reflects the importance of relief breaks in ensuring the family/whanau can maintain the required 

standard of care without stress, fatigue or emotional issues building up.

Attendant care by family/whanau

ACC encourages family/whanau members who want to provide attendant care to be part of a care 

team employed by a contracted agency. 

This helps to: 

ll make sure the claimant has quality care

ll provide the caregiver with adequate support and training

ll ensure the claimant achieves maximum independence 

ll maintain normal social and family/whanau roles

ll provide ongoing support if the carer is unable to continue providing care.

Family/Whanau care must be an appropriate standard of care in which: 

ll there is never just one family/whanau member providing 24-hour care
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ll the family/whanau member has access to support and back-up arrangements from an ACC-

contracted provider, for example a Registered Nurse or care agency

ll the family/whanau member has regular relief care when appropriate. 

Claimant safety 

There are many options to ensure a claimant’s safety and provide an appropriate alternative or 

supplement to attendant care.

Alarm systems

Alarm systems might be appropriate for seriously injured claimants:

ll who live alone and require oversight/supervisory care

ll whose resident family are absent for short periods of time.

The assessment report should:

ll confirm that the claimant has the confidence and cognitive and physical ability to operate an 

alarm (including a comment about how the personal alarm is a practical way of meeting the 

claimant’s injury-related safety and independence needs)

ll confirm that the assessor has explained to the claimant how help will be summoned and how 

long it will take to arrive

ll confirm that the assessor has explored an evacuation plan with the claimant to use in 

conjunction with a personal alarm

ll describe the evacuation plan, confirm that it will be practised once the personal alarm is 

installed and note the recommended frequency of such practices.

When the claimant’s social rehabilitation needs are reassessed, the assessor will need to comment 

on:

ll the results of the evacuation plan practice

ll the alarm’s continued ability to meet the claimant’s injury-related needs.
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Indirect supervision

Indirect (or oversight) supervision might be appropriate if the claimant is: 

ll at risk of harm to themselves or others

ll unable to respond to an emergency or access prompt emergency support independently and 

safely – and there are no alternative options (such as an alarm or environmental control) to 

ensure their independence. 

Indirect supervision should be considered on a case-by-case basis. For example:

ll if the claimant lives alone, can they independently remove themselves from the house?

ll if the claimant does not live alone, can another household member safely remove them from the 

house?

Other considerations include the claimant’s location and estimated time for help to arrive in an 

emergency.

Assessing indirect supervision as an option

If indirect supervision is an option, the assessment report should cover:

ll the claimant’s injury-related needs over a 24-hour period (using a 24-hour diary)

ll all options to meet the claimant’s needs, including alarms, environmental controls and similar 

devices

ll the claimant’s ability to be left alone safely for any length of time

ll the amount of time supervisory attendant care is likely to be needed and the suggested 

timeframe for the next assessment

ll other help the claimant needs that the caregiver can provide at the same time eg. home help/

child care.
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Other factors to consider

Non-injury-related factors 

Underlying conditions

Rehabilitation services are only provided for an injury – not for underlying medical conditions or pre-

injury disabilities and their associated needs. The assessment report must describe any effects that 

underlying conditions will have on the duration of the claimant’s rehabilitation.

Some conditions that can affect a claimant’s rehabilitation are:

ll ischaemic heart disease

ll peripheral vascular disease

ll chronic pulmonary disease

ll diabetes

ll ageing

ll obesity

ll poorly controlled or end-stage heart failure

ll varicose veins (chronic leg ulcer)

ll psychiatric/psychological illness

ll genetically acquired conditions such as cerebral palsy

ll arthritis. 

Frail and elderly claimants

Frail and elderly claimants often lose dexterity, mobility and strength, which can affect their recovery 

and rehabilitation. 

Attendant care should meet the claimant’s injury-related needs, not any age-related needs. Elderly 

claimants may need an additional assessment from a needs assessment and service coordination 

agency, funded by the Ministry of Health. 

Mental health conditions

Claimants with underlying mental health conditions may need an additional assessment from a 

mental health assessor if there is a safety issue.
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When the claimant goes back to work

If providing attendant care in the workplace will help speed a long-term claimant’s return to work or 

help them keep working, this should be included in the assessment report.

Cultural requirements

Claimants may have cultural needs and preferences for attendant care, which the assessor should 

identify during the assessment and in the report. Where possible, attendant care services will be 

provided by a culturally appropriate caregiver or someone from the claimant’s ethnic extended 

family/whanau or community.

Guidelines for assessing attendant care

The user guide contains more information on:

ll the usual time it takes to complete attendant care tasks, based on a claimant’s injury and social 

circumstances

ll alternatives to attendant care.
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ll Chapter 5: 
Child Care

What is child care?

Child care involves caring for, or supervising the care of, a claimant’s child(ren). It is one option to 

consider when the claimant’s injury prevents them carrying out their child care responsibilities, and 

when the claimant had these responsibilities before their injury. 

ACC provides child care to help claimants’ independence in caring for their children. Assessors 

should also remember to consider other options that help achieve the same result, such as 

equipment, coaching or retraining.

By “child” we mean: 

ll A person aged less than 14 years (or any other child, if the child needs care because of a 

physical or mental disability)

ll A person who fits one or more of these descriptions: 

l a natural child of the claimant

l an adopted child of the claimant 

l a child of the claimant’s spouse, for whom the claimant acts as a parent

l a child who ordinarily lives with the claimant, is raised as a child of the claimant, and for 

whom the claimant acts as a parent. 

This can include a foster child, if they fit this description. 

ACC prefers child care to be provided in the claimant’s home. However, it could be provided at 

another caregiver’s home or an accredited child care facility such as a play centre or kindergarten, if 

it is a cost-effective alternative to the claimant’s own home.

Where possible, child care should be provided concurrently with other home-based rehabilitation 

entitlements, such as home help (and by the same person).
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Exclusions

Child care is not provided: 

ll to claimants who cannot care for their children because they are working

ll to claimants who are children (they may require attendant care – see Chapter 4)

ll if the child is entitled to a child care benefit for a fatal injury claim

ll if child care arrangements were in place before the injury, and have not altered since 

ll for any other dependant, such as a sibling, spouse, parent or child over age 18. If such 

dependants have health or disability-related needs, the assessor should advise the claimant to 

contact the appropriate health services (and notes this in the assessment report). 

Claimants with special needs

Dependants with special needs/over the age of 18

If a claimant’s child is under the age of 18 years and has special needs, ACC can help with additional 

child care arrangements. The assessment report should identify any additional child care services 

required and the reasons for this.

Where the claimant is responsible for providing care for a dependant over 18 years old, other relevant 

health services may need to be contacted to assess the dependant’s care needs. 

Alternative options

Claimants without partners

If the claimant with a dependent child(ren) is a single parent and does not have support from 

family members living near by, it may be a cost-effective option to suggest that a relative who 

lives elsewhere in New Zealand (such as a grandmother) looks after the child(ren) during the 

rehabilitation. 

ACC cannot pay their travelling expenses but could contribute a child care entitlement based on the 

child(ren) needs for care.
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Getting children to and from school

There are several options for getting children over five years to and from school and out-of-school 

care:

ll other parents could take the child(ren) to school and pick them up afterwards

ll the child(ren)could walk to school, depending on its proximity and the number of crossings 

ll they could use the school bus/taxi

ll other parents or the school could provide after-school care

ll a working partner could cover one end of the day.

Other factors to consider

Cultural safety

Claimants may have cultural needs and preferences for child care, which should be identified 

during the assessment and in the report. Where possible, child care will be provided by a culturally 

appropriate caregiver or by someone from the claimant’s ethnic extended family/whanau or 

community.

Guidelines for assessing child care

The user guide contains more information on:

ll the usual time it takes to complete child care tasks, based on a claimant’s injury and social 

circumstances

ll alternatives to child care.
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ll Chapter 6: 
Aids and Appliances (Equipment)

What are aids and appliances?

Aids and appliances are equipment to help claimants undertake normal activities of daily living and 

restore their independence as far as practicable.  The need for aids and appliances may be related to 

a variety of areas of independence, as outlined in Chapter 1.

Short-term loan equipment

In general, district health boards provide and maintain short-term loan equipment for claimants 

for up to six weeks from the date they are discharged from an inpatient, day-patient, outpatient 

or emergency department service. ACC is responsible for providing equipment after that six-week 

timeframe. 

Exclusions

ACC is not responsible for: 

ll providing equipment or aids that claimants already own or possess with a similar function to the 

one(s) requested (unless it is too old or in bad condition) 

ll paying for maintenance and repairs to equipment or aids that claimants have neglected, abused 

or misused

ll providing equipment or aids that the claimant has disposed of after their injury if it had a similar 

function and was still suitable. 

Options

The assessment must identify a number of options. These include:

ll providing equipment/aids to promote the claimant’s independence in function and activities of 

daily living

ll educating the claimant on carrying out the activities of daily living in different ways, with or 

without additional equipment/aids
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ll providing equipment/aids and educating the claimant on their use to help them perform the 

activities of daily living and achieve independence. 

If a piece of equipment needs replacing a reason for this must be provided, including whether it is 

due to abuse, misuse or neglect.

Ordering aids and appliances 

For information regarding an assessor’s ability to approve aids and appliances without prior approval 

from ACC, refer to the referral from ACC for a social rehabilitation assessment or visit www.acc.co.nz. 

Managed Rehabilitation Equipment Services (MRES) contracts 

The provision of aids and appliances are managed under the Managed Rehabilitation Equipment 

Services (MRES) contracts. For a list of these providers and further information about the Managed 

Rehabilitation Equipment Services available, including the most recent standard and complex lists, 

refer to www.acc.co.nz. 

The MRES contracts specifically exclude:

ll medical consumables

ll hearing aids

ll orthotics

ll prosthetics

ll equipment for claimants with visual impairment

ll rental equipment

ll ventilators

ll magnablock.

Urgent equipment

If the claimant has an urgent need for equipment, you should order it directly from the MRES urgent 

equipment list. The assessor is able to order urgent equipment directly (from the urgent equipment 

list), without prior approval from ACC.  If the exact item that the claimant requires is not on the urgent 

list, the assessor should order an interim item, that will meet the claimant’s needs in the short 
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term, until approval from ACC can be obtained for a more suitable item.  The assessor must obtain 

approval within 1 working day of ordering this equipment. 

Before you order urgent equipment, make sure ACC is responsible for funding it. In general, 

district health boards provide and maintain short-term loan equipment for claimants for up to six 

weeks from the date they are discharged from an inpatient, day-patient, outpatient or emergency 

department service. ACC is responsible for providing equipment after that six-week timeframe.

Rental of equipment should be the last option considered, and approval from ACC is required.  If 

rental equipment is used, it should only be to fulfil an interim need and equipment should be 

provided via the MRES providers as soon as possible.

Recycling and reissuing equipment

The MRES providers are responsible for repairing the equipment they provide, and both operate 

systems for recalling equipment that claimants no longer need. Where possible, they sanitise, 

service and refurbish the recalled equipment so it can be used by other ACC claimants.

Repairing non-MRES-supplied specialist equipment

ACC is responsible for paying for repairs to specialist equipment not supplied by MRES. This can be 

done by the original supplier or, if this is not an option, by a suitable repair/provider company.

Checking for suitability

In some cases (particularly for non-standard list items), the assessor can ask to check and confirm 

that the item, once delivered, is safe and suitable to meet the claimant’s assessed needs. Note this 

is different from trial of the equipment, which the assessor carries out with the claimant.

Follow-up visits

A follow-up visit may be needed, with ACC’s approval, to ensure the equipment is correctly installed, 

to provide instructions for its use and to check that the claimant and their family/whanau understand 

how to use and maintain it.
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Other factors to consider

Cultural safety

If English is not the claimant’s first language or they need instructions in using the equipment, ACC 

may approve the use of an interpreter service. The assessor arranges the visit with the interpreter, 

who then invoices ACC directly for their work. 

Some cultures have issues with:

ll reusing equipment such as beds in which someone has died

ll disposing of body waste via commodes, urinals and bed pans.

In these instances, renting equipment may not be a viable option.

Guidelines for assessing equipment

The user guide has more information on the usual types of equipment needed, based on a 

claimant’s functional limitations. 

To obtain the standard, complex and urgent equipment lists refer to www.acc.co.nz
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ll Chapter 7: 
Medical Consumables

What are medical consumables?

Consumables are non-reusable items that help claimants restore their health and independence as 

far as practicable. They are not always medical items.

ACC buys specialised consumables (such as continence and ostomy products) and ongoing 

consumables under contract and delivers them directly to claimants.

note

Consumables needed for treatment under the community nursing contract are provided under 

that contract.

Many seriously injured claimants need consumables on a long-term or lifetime basis. Their 

consumables may include: 

ll catheters (urinary and suction)

ll irrigation solutions for bladder irrigations

ll dressings and catheter packs

ll feeding tube sets

ll gastric and naso-gastric substances (on prescription from a medical practitioner)

ll gloves (sterile and non-sterile)

ll incontinence consumables

ll ostomy consumables

ll oxygen (on prescription from a medical practitioner)

ll oxygen cylinders and repairs

ll surgical stockings
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ll syringes and needles

ll electro pads for Tens machines

ll tracheostomy brushes

ll tracheostomy tubes and holders

ll tubing, swivel connectors and filters

ll urine bags, tubing and connectors

ll ventilator disposables (humidifiers, oxygen)

ll wound care and wound prevention products.

ACC/Ministry of Health responsibilities

Before discharging claimants from an acute inpatient episode or emergency department, district 

health boards are responsible for assessing their short-term needs and supplying consumables for 

the next seven days. The Minister of Health’s funding arrangements for public health acute serves 

also covers medical supplies used during the attendance at a DHB outpatient clinic, for up to six 

weeks. ACC is responsible for consumables from this point on.

ACC often buys consumables as part of a specialised treatment or rehabilitation service contract. For 

example, artificial limb consumables are part of the artificial limbs contract. If there is no contract, 

ACC buys consumables under contract directly from the consumables provider.

Reviews and reassessments

Reviews

ACC case managers can initiate reviews at any time to ensure that claimants’ needs are being 

met. New seriously injured claimants are reviewed within three to six months of the start of their 

rehabilitation programme.

Reassessments

Reassessments for long-term consumable use are done by contracted providers: 

ll every six months for children age 0 to 6 years

ll every 12 months for children and adolescents age 7 to 16 years

ll every two years for those over age 17.
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Assessing for and supplying consumables 

The process of assessing for and supplying consumables is as follows:

1. The claimant’s need for consumables is identified by one or more of the following: 

l their ACC case manager 

l the district health board

l a nursing provider

l their GP or medical specialist 

l a social rehabilitation and nursing assessor 

l the claimant through self-referral. 

2. The claimant is referred to a social rehabilitation specialised nursing assessor. 

3. The assessor: 

l identifies the claimant’s requirements for consumables

l completes the appropriate form 

l faxes the case manager within three working days recommending the consumables, dates 

for delivery and a date for reassessment.

4. The case manager approves, modifies or questions the assessment. If approved, they fax the 

consumables provider the assessment and an order within two working days of receiving the 

assessment report.

5. The consumables provider faxes the prices to the case manager within two working days.

6. Once the case manager has approved the costs they:

l fax ACC’s approval to the consumables provider on the same day

l advise the claimant of ACC’s approval, and that the consumables provider will contact them 

within three working days

l write to the claimant, confirming their entitlement to consumables.

7. The consumables provider contacts the claimant about: 

l delivery times

l managing their ongoing supply. 
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8. The consumables provider supplies the products within the agreed timeframe and invoices ACC 

on dispatch of the order.

Guidelines for assessing for consumables

The user guide has more information on the usual volumes of consumables that may be required.
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ll Chapter 8: 
Housing Modifications

What are housing modifications?

Housing modifications are alterations to a claimant’s home that:

ll remove structural barriers or add fixed features

ll are designed to help the claimant live as independently and safely as possible, given the 

limitations imposed by their injury and space.

Housing modifications may be structural or non-structural. 

Structural modifications are usually considered for longer-term needs. They alter the internal or 

external structure of a house and include: 

ll widening doorways

ll adding a wet area shower or modifying an existing area

ll adding or removing walls

ll expanding a room or adding a new room

ll erecting a permanent external ramp, including access pathways, where appropriate

ll kitchen modifications, including alterations to bench heights and creating wheelchair-

accessible facilities.

Non-structural modifications are normally considered for needs of more than three months and 

include: 

ll adding temporary external or internal ramping and handrails

ll adding simple railing and handholds plus half-steps where appropriate

ll providing a step entry into a shower box

ll repositioning a shower hose and attachments. 
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It is important to note that:

ll ACC generally only considers the most cost-effective modifications based on the use of standard 

materials. The cost difference between standard materials and fittings and more expensive ones 

chosen by the claimant is the responsibility of the claimant or their family/whanau

ll claimants cannot start housing modifications without written ACC approval

ll ACC will consider applications for further modifications if the claimant’s needs or circumstances 

change. 

Housing modifications should only be considered after taking into account other options – such as 

aids and equipment, residential support or relocation.

Who is involved?

The key people in housing modifications are:

ll the building advisor: an architect, draughtsperson or builder experienced in housing 

modifications for people with disabilities

ll the housing modification assessor: an occupational therapist experienced in housing 

modifications for people with disabilities. 

They work together with the claimant and the ACC case manager to ensure the home is modified to 

meet the claimant’s injury-related needs in the most practical and cost-effective way.

How does it work?

Figure 7 shows the process for housing modifications.
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figure 7: process for structural and non-structural 
housing modifications

The best option to meet the claimant’s need is a housing modification

Non-structural modifications Structural modifications

After receiving an ACC referral, assessor 

identifies non-structural need

After receiving an ACC referral, the 

assessor/building advisor identifies 

functional needs and options for housing 

modification, along with the costs of the 

proposed modification

Assessor draft of specification required ACC considers the findings from the 

assessor/building advisor 

Assessor gets two contractor quotes ACC identifies and approves most 

appropriate option 

ACC case owner approves quote ACC instructs building supervisor to 

project manage structural modification 

project, including developing a service 

specification and calling for tenders

Approved contractor completes housing 

modification 

Building supervisor provides tenders and 

summary report to ACC

Claimant/Assessor confirms satisfactory 

completion

Building advisor/claimant confirms 

satisfactory progress and outcome 

ACC pays contractor on invoice ACC pays approved invoices 
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Arranging non-structural housing modifications

The non-structural modifications process is as follows:

ll the assessor identifies the required non-structural modifications, drafts a specification brief in 

conjunction with the claimant and gets two contractors to quote directly for the job

ll if the ACC case manager approves the quote, they liaise with the assessor and the claimant

ll the non-structural modifications begin

ll the claimant provides written confirmation of the satisfactory completion of the approved 

modifications

ll ACC pays the contractor with the claimant’s consent.

Arranging structural housing modifications

The structural modifications process is as follows: 

ll The assessor:

l identifies the claimant’s injury-related functional limitations 

l outlines the effects of those limitations on the claimant within the home

l provides options to meet the claimant’s injury-related needs (note this may not necessarily 

be housing modifications – for example, equipment or aids may also meet the claimant’s 

needs).

ll If the assessor recommends housing modifications, they brief the building advisor on what 

needs to be included in the plan to meet the claimant’s needs.

The building advisor:

ll visits the claimant’s home with the housing assessor to ensure any modifications are practical 

and cost-effective

ll works with the assessor, who ensures the proposed modifications are injury-related

ll ensures standard materials are used, or if non-standard that they are the most cost-effective 

materials available

ll Provides a report on an ACC457 (Housing modification building advisor report) which outlines: 

l each modification option the assessor has identified 
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l the practicality of each modification option, including what it will involve 

l the estimated cost of each modification. 

l any alternative means of modification. 

Once ACC has decided that housing modifications are the best option, the detailed planning begins. 

The building advisor: 

ll organises detailed housing modification plans and specifications (working drawings)

ll obtains any necessary building consents and sends a code of compliance to the property owner

ll helps the claimant to obtain fixed quotes 

ll reviews the quotes to ensure there is enough detail and that they reflect standard materials and 

fittings

ll advises the case manager on the quotes. 

During construction, the building advisor: 

ll ensures quality control of all modifications

ll controls the cost of all modifications, ensuring that ACC pays for injury-related costs only and 

that materials are standard

ll sets completion timeframes in consultation with the claimant, contractor and case manager 

ll monitors the contract with contractors

ll completes regular building inspections

ll ensures the case manager receives progress reports and accounts for payment (the building 

advisor, builder or claimant submits instalment invoices to the case manager, with a maximum 

of 80% of the agreed quote made on a progress payment basis)

ll provides professional advice to the claimant, case manager and assessor

ll confirms the job has been completed to a satisfactory standard. 

The case manager then releases the full and final payment.
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The assessment report

Housing modification assessments are undertaken only by contracted assessors with specific 

qualifications and training. 

Assessment reports for structural and non-structural modifications must include:

ll the rehabilitation outcome that would be achieved with the modification

ll difficulties the claimant faces in: 

l gaining access to their home 

l enjoying reasonable freedom of movement

l performing the activities of daily living with the existing arrangements

l living independently in their home

l accessing the external environment in an emergency

ll alternative options such as equipment, residential support or relocation that could address the 

claimant’s functional limitations and achieve their rehabilitation outcome

ll any need for a second egress.

Accommodation for carers

If a carer has to stay in the claimant’s house overnight, the assessment report should comment on:

ll the practicality of other options, such as accommodating the sleepover caregiver on a fold-

out couch, or the caregiver providing “awake” care and doing quiet domestic duties while 

concurrently providing sleepover care. Residential support is another option

ll whether the claimant will have a long-term need for sleepover care.

Covered transfer areas

If the claimant needs shelter when transferring to and from a vehicle, the assessment report should 

comment on:

ll whether they have an existing vehicle that will meet their transport needs 
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ll the time it takes the claimant to transfer to and from their vehicle and/or stow or secure their 

wheelchair/ mobility aids 

ll the claimant’s general health and whether having no shelter while transferring will have a 

detrimental effect – for example if exposure to the elements is medically unwise

ll the likelihood of any change in the claimant’s future functioning levels

ll whether existing vehicle cover arrangements are adequate

ll other options to meet the claimant’s needs eg. their or their attendant’s ability to use wet 

weather gear in inclement weather

ll if a covered transfer area is an option, the extent and dimensions required (in consultation with 

the building advisor).

Covered access ways

If the claimant needs a covered access way, the assessment report should comment on:

ll whether the claimant has a permanent need for such an option

ll health-related factors eg. the risk of temperature regulation difficulties if the claimant becomes 

cold in inclement weather

ll the distance between the main access and the covered transfer area – the assessor should also 

consider locating the covered transfer area as close to the main access as practicable

ll the claimant’s usual means of mobility

ll the claimant’s daily routine – how often they need to leave the house and the reasons eg. work, 

school

ll the surface between the main access and carport/covered transfer area (ie. sealed/unsealed)

ll the claimant’s or their attendant’s ability to use wet weather gear in inclement weather

ll the geographical location and the exposure of the main access to inclement weather

ll the degree of cover required and the rationale for this (in consultation with the building 

advisor). 

The effects of non-injury-related conditions 

Non-injury-related conditions can affect the claimant’s functional state. The assessment should 

differentiate between the impact of the injury and previous or existing medical or non-injury-related 
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Other modification options

Accommodation for sleepover carers

ACC may consider housing modifications to accommodate a carer who does not normally live in the 

home and is needed to provide overnight supervision and help. The sleepover room should be near 

the claimant’s bedroom. See Chapter 4 for more information on sleepover care.

Covered transfer areas

An alternative option to a carport is a covered transfer area, which provides shelter for the claimant 

and their equipment as they transfer to and from a vehicle. 

The area’s dimensions, degree of enclosure and concrete paving will be determined by the extent of 

shelter required during transfers, the type of vehicle the claimant is transferring to and from and the 

specifics of the site. The vehicle is not completely covered by such a structure.

Note: There is no conclusive evidence that a carport extends a vehicle’s life. The assessment should 

be limited to the claimant’s needs as they transfer to and from their vehicle.

Covered access way

A covered access way provides a roof and, if required, wall(s) over/around the main access route to 

the claimant’s home. It is typically located between a vehicle access area and the nearest accessible 

entrance way to the home.

Second egresses

An egress is an exit from the claimant’s home. Where practicable, ACC offers the option of a second 

egress from the claimant’s bedroom if their mobility permanently compromises their ability to exit 

their home quickly and safely. 

This option is not necessary if there is an alternative exit in an adjacent room (including the hallway) 

that the claimant can access safely and quickly. 

In some situations, such as multi-level homes, it is not possible to provide a second egress and a 

floor lift may be an option. In these cases the building advisor and occupational therapist must make 

sure the lift is installed so that it can rise and fall in a power failure. This is particularly relevant when 

the lift is used by other residents, as the lift may not always be left at the claimant’s floor level. 
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Claimants cannot be forced to have a second egress, but it is essential that they have the opportunity 

to make an informed choice. The assessor needs to make sure they advise the claimant of the 

limitations of relying on a single egress, particularly in emergencies.

Is it better to move? 

In some cases, relocation (with the claimant’s consent) may be a more cost-effective alternative to 

housing modifications. ACC may contribute to the costs incurred as a result of relocation.
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ll Chapter 9: 
Transport for Independence

What is transport for independence?

Transport for independence is provided to help restore a claimant’s independence as far as 

practicable, particularly in their ability to access and use transport safely. 

Transport for independence can include:

ll funded transport 

l travelling by scheduled public transport 

l travelling by taxi 

l escorted travel by vehicle 

ll modifying a vehicle

ll purchasing a vehicle

ll driver licence retraining for a claimant who previously had a driver licence. 

ACC decides on the most cost-effective option (or combination of options) to meet the claimant’s 

injury-related transport needs.

Exclusions

Transport for independence does not include transport covered under the Injury Prevention, 

Rehabilitation, and Compensation (Ancillary Services Regulations) 2001. These describe the services 

that ACC can provide that are “ancillary” to rehabilitation (ie. that the claimant needs to be able to 

access or receive rehabilitation). They include:

ll emergency transport by ambulance

ll transport to treatment

ll transport required to obtain certain types of vocational and social rehabilitation

ll travel for escorts and support people in specific situations
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ll help with accommodation for claimants, escorts and/or a support person in certain situations.

Funded transport 

Funded transport involves contributing to the costs of journeys over and above the costs the claimant 

would normally incur. 

This includes:

ll scheduled public transport such as buses and trains

ll taxis/mobility taxis

ll escorted travel by private vehicles, such as an individual person’s car that picks up the claimant 

and transports them.

Vehicle modification

Vehicle modification means adding or removing features of a vehicle so that the claimant can, as 

applicable: 

ll gain access to the vehicle and have freedom and safety of movement while in it

ll safely drive or operate the vehicle

ll travel safely as a passenger

ll transport essential mobility equipment. 

In some instances (usually because of a condition or specification of the claimant’s existing vehicle), 

it may not be suitable to modify a vehicle. In these cases the assessment report should say why. 

Vehicle purchase

ACC does not usually contribute towards the cost of a vehicle unless: 

ll it is more cost effective than other options 

ll the claimant’s limitations are unlikely to improve.

Subsequent vehicle purchase

Acc does not contribute towards a subsequent motor vehicle for a claimant unless it is the most cost-

effective way to address their transport for independence needs. 

ACC may also decline to contribute to a subsequent vehicle if the claimant: 
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ll did not maintain or insure the original vehicle

ll disposed of the original vehicle without a reasonable excuse or reason.

Driver licence retraining

ACC may contribute to the cost of helping a claimant regain their driver licence if:

ll the most practicable option for restoring their independence is restoring their capacity to 

transport themselves (for instance in their own private vehicle)

ll the claimant has had a driver licence before, but is either:

l no longer licensed to drive (for any injury-related reason), or 

l is not confident to drive a vehicle that has modifications or features that ACC considers 

suitable in terms of their injury’s effects.

Guidelines for assessing for transport for independence

Transport for independence requires a specialised assessment. The report on assessing transport 

for independence should consider all the areas listed in the ACC258 “Transport for Independence 

Assessor Report”.

The assessment should:

ll identify the claimant’s limitations and needs

ll confirm the rehabilitation outcome that would be achieved by providing transport for 

independence

ll consider all the options available for transport for independence to achieve the rehabilitation 

outcome most cost effectively.

Will the claimant improve?

It is important to assess whether and when the functional loss caused by the claimant’s injury is 

expected to improve. If it is likely to improve, ACC may consider more short-term options such as 

funded transport. We may need medical confirmation if the claimant’s limitations are permanent.
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Completing the assessment report 

This section covers each heading in the Transport for Independence Assessor Report. It is based on 

the requirements of ACC’s legislation as well as the Professional Standards in Transport Technology 

(developed by the New Zealand Association of Occupational Therapists’ Special Interest Group in 

Driving) and the Standards of Practice for occupational therapists in New Zealand.

Background

The information in this part of the assessment plays an important role in providing ACC with a broad 

understanding of the claimant’s environment. 

Claimant details

This section includes completing the claimant’s driver licence number (ie. confirming they are 

qualified to drive).

Initial assessment/reassessment

Describe any significant changes in the claimant’s medical condition, functional status or social 

situation since any earlier assessment.

Social status  

Briefly outline the claimant’s usual transport requirements. This includes any work commitments 

their partner may have and, if they have children, their ages and normal transportation needs (eg. 

transport to and from child care).

Employment status (if applicable)

Describe the claimant’s need for transport in maintaining their present job or obtaining work. This 

may extend to any training or job search they are doing. If they require a vehicle for work, say why. 

Pre-injury methods of transport

Describe the claimant’s mode of transport before their injury. Include any vehicles they owned, part 

owned or used and whether they can drive these unmodified vehicles safely.

Indicate if the existing vehicle is being funded through a finance company.

Describe any other forms of transport the claimant uses, including public transport, another person’s 

car (as a passenger) and taxi.
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Pre-injury need for transport

Outline how often the claimant needed to travel before their injury. Describe their typical journeys, 

frequency and modes of transport. 

Pre-injury transport limitations 

Outline any difficulties the claimant had in using transport before their injury, and how they 

overcame them. 

Assessed needs

This section provides the case manager with a full picture of the claimant’s transportation 

requirements, which they use to calculate their entitlement to transport for independence.

Current functional limitations

The medical reports/therapy assessments ACC gives the assessor should provide enough 

information on the claimant’s functional status. If the assessor thinks they need a physiotherapy 

functional capacity evaluation to provide more detailed information, they should ask the case 

manager to arrange one before starting the assessment.

For this section:

ll outline the injury-related limitations that affect the claimant’s ability to function in terms of 

transport safety, access and mobility

ll note any physical inability to drive or be a passenger in an existing vehicle(s) safely

ll identify whether the limitations are temporary and the timeframe for improvement

ll identify any relevant non-injury related limitations.

Options to address functional limitations 

Comment on the appropriateness of the claimant’s existing vehicle. Identify whether there are 

options other than transport for independence that could address their functional limitations eg. 

pain management or treatment.

Current means of transport 

Describe how the claimant is currently accessing transport. If it is their own vehicle, include the 

make, model, age and kilometres travelled. 
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Comment if ACC has previously contributed to vehicle modifications. If the vehicle no longer meets 

the claimant’s needs, say why.

Current transport requirements

List the types of journeys the claimant needs to make (note this information is used later when 

considering the suitability of options). 

The list should include essential journeys such as shopping and travel to treatment or school and 

other regular journeys such as visiting friends. Include: 

ll where to and for what purpose (include kilometres) 

ll how often 

ll when and at what time of day

ll with whom (ie. travelling as a passenger or self-drive).

Current mobility requirements

Describe any aids or appliances the claimant uses (for example a wheelchair – manual or motorised, 

walking frame, elbow crutches).

Transferring techniques identified and assessed

Describe how the claimant transfers and how suitable this is. Provide options if appropriate.

Essential vehicle requirement findings 

In this section, describe the findings through both an on- and off-road assessment. Include static 

vehicle assessment and driving techniques. The assessments will establish the specific vehicle 

features and modifications the claimant needs to drive or travel as a passenger.

Off-road static test 

The off-road static assessment may include:

ll a cognitive assessment ie:

l driver Advisement System (DAS – computer driving simulator), or

l perceptual assessment, or

l reaction time testing, or
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l visual screening

ll a physical assessment ie:

l ability to access/egress a vehicle

l operation of secondary driving controls.

 On road (driving techniques)

Where required, the on-road assessment will establish the specific vehicle features and 

modifications (primary driving controls) the claimant needs to drive safely or travel as a passenger.

Method of transporting/loading equipment

Describe the claimant’s current method of transporting/loading mobility and other equipment. 

Options

The assessment must consider all transport for independence options. It is important that the 

assessor completes all sections in the table on page 3 of the Transport for Independence Assessor 

Report, and notes the rehabilitation outcome provided by ACC. 

ACC uses this information to decide the most cost-effective option for the claimant. In some cases, 

we may decide that a combination of transport options is the most cost effective (for example 

travelling by public transport to attend a meeting and travelling by taxi to shop). 

Using the journeys listed in “Current transport requirements” above, consider and document the 

following against each option for transport:

ll how the option will address the claimant’s functional limitations in using transport

ll the option’s cost

ll the option’s practicality.
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For example: 

The assessor completes this table for each transport option (taxi, vehicle modifications etc). 

Driver licence retraining

If driver licence retraining is an option the assessor needs to: 

ll provide details of the number, type of lessons and associated costs

ll identify any specialised instruction required eg. learning how to use hand controls

ll outline the costs, include driving lessons, examination fees and the overall outcome of driving 

lessons.

Vehicle purchase 

If purchase is an option, the assessor must provide examples of the features of a possible vehicle 

that would meet the claimant’s assessed injury-related needs (for example, power steering or hand 

controls). If the features extend beyond power steering/auto transmission, include in an appendix a 

range of possible vehicles (makes and models). 

table 15: options for transport for independence – example

Option 

How Option 
will Address 
Functional 
Limitations Option Cost

Practicality 
of Option 

Travelling 

by public 

transport 

Comment generally 

how travelling by 

public transport 

will address the 

claimant’s functional 

limitations

Comment on the cost 

of public transport

Comment on the 

practicality of public 

transport as an 

option

Travelling 

as a 

passenger 

Comment generally 

how travelling 

as a passenger 

will address their 

functional limitations

Comment on the 

cost of travelling as a 

passenger

Comment on the 

practicality of 

travelling as a 

passenger
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Once ACC has obtained quotes and located a suitable vehicle (but before it is bought), we will ask 

the assessor to check it meets the claimant’s needs, and we pay for an AA check.

Vehicle modification

If vehicle modification is an option, list essential modifications and include their estimated cost. 

Assessor comments 

The assessor may wish to include additional comments.
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ll Chapter 10: 
Education Support

What is education support?

Education support helps claimants who, owing to their injury, find it difficult to participate in their 

early childhood or school education. It aims to restore their capacity to function (and therefore their 

independence) in educational participation.

Education support involves:

ll providing support or physical assistance to support a claimant to achieve independence 

in educational participation (for example, teacher aide assistance, specialised equipment, 

therapy, transport)

ll preparing and planning any necessary resources to help the claimant with the school 

curriculum.

It does not cover: 

ll the costs of the claimant’s needs arising from non-injury-related factors

ll the costs of modifying the school or early childhood education centre to give the student access 

to the facilities

ll vocational rehabilitation

ll tuition and teaching delivered by a specialist or classroom teacher

ll any support that the education sector is responsible for providing under the “ACC-Education 

Protocol” (see page 78) unless what is provided is not enough to meet an assessed need)

ll transport within the school day to access curriculum activities such as field trips. 

Claimants are eligible for education support if they attend an early childhood centre, a home-based 

service or a state school, special school, special class or special clinic under the Education Act 1989.
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Two outcomes can be expected in an education setting:

1. Achievement of rehabilitation outcomes. 

2. Accessing the curriculum.

note

If the claimant needs physical help in personal care while they are at school, they receive this 

through education support rather than attendant care. See Chapter 4 for more information on 

attendant care.

Working with the education sector

ACC works with the education sector and the claimant, their family/whanau and school to co-

ordinate the assessment and provision of support. ACC and the Ministry of Education have signed 

the ACC-Education Protocol to help facilitate this relationship (see below). 

This coordinated support aims to achieve the best possible outcomes for the student, while 

minimising the number of reassessments and reviews in which they need to participate, at school 

and at home. 

Guidelines for assessing for education support

Assessments for education support are specialised assessments involving a joint approach between 

ACC and the education sector, involving the student, their family/whanau and the school. This 

approach is provided for under the ACC-Education Protocol. 

ll It is important to follow several key principles that apply to everyone involved in the process:

ll the student is the centre of the process

l the student and their family/whanau have a right to: 

l fully participate in the process

l involve a support person

ll early intervention is vital to minimise disruption to the student’s relationships and education

ll all aspects of the student’s rehabilitation and learning need to be integrated and coordinated
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ll timeframed rehabilitation and learning outcomes are the key to ensuring the support is focused 

on addressing injury-related barriers to learning

it is essential to provide recommended reassessment dates.

The joint assessment aims to identify:

ll any non-injury-related health or learning disabilities and their effect on the student’s ability to 

learn

ll the student’s pre-injury educational achievement, and any support for their learning provided 

before their injury 

ll the overall goal of education support

ll any injury-related limitations and their effects on the student’s ability to be independent in their 

education setting

ll any needs arising from those limitations or barriers, including those for which ACC is not 

responsible for providing help

ll the student’s specific functional rehabilitation and learning outcomes 

ll any recent or current rehabilitation support provided, and its results 

ll suitable options and initiatives to achieve the outcomes, with clear links between them and the 

identified needs

ll a description of how each option/initiative will contribute to the student achieving their 

rehabilitation outcome and decrease their need for further rehabilitation of any type. This 

should also include any help the student needs that is available from agencies other than ACC

ll the suggested timing, location, frequency and cost-benefit considerations for each of the 

identified options

ll any skills the student needs to use the options, and any training or support issues

ll the necessary skill base for an education support provider (teacher aide)

ll the nearest appropriate school or educational facility, with reasons for attending a more distant 

school if applicable

ll the level of responsibility the student’s school or early childhood education centre might be 

reasonably expected to take for meeting the student’s identified needs
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ll any support available from education providers or the Ministry of Education, including therapy 

transport and teacher aide

ll transport to school if provided pre-injury, and whether this will continue to meet the needs or 

alternatives required.

If the claimant has special learning needs because of their injury, ACC works with the school contact 

person, the student and their family/whanau to ensure they get coordinated and appropriate 

support.

The Ministry of Education’s role

ACC’s work complements that of the Ministry of Education, which provides special education support 

and resourcing to help students with particular learning needs participate in learning to their full 

potential. This help is provided through “Special Education 2000” (SE2000), a framework of specific 

programmes and initiatives for students with special education needs.

The Ministry’s support for students with special education needs as the result of injury includes:

ll class teacher adaptations to content and learning style

ll specialist teacher support

ll specialist therapies (by a clinical specialists)

ll specialist support services (by other types of specialist)

ll equipment

ll transport

ll building modifications.

Specific assistance available to students depends on their eligibility within the SE2000 framework. 

The ACC-Education Protocol 

The ACC-Education Protocol applies to students of primary, intermediate or secondary school age 

who have learning needs as a result of injuries.

The protocol describes a joint process for assessing and providing a coordinated programme 

of support that meets the students’ rehabilitation and learning needs. It also clarifies mutual 

responsibilities for funding assistance, such as teacher aides, therapies, equipment and specialist 

support. The protocol took effect from 1 June 2000.
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Assessors can obtain a copy of the current protocol from ACC, the Ministry of Education or a Group 

Special Education (GSE) office.

Tables 16 provide a general guide for when the ACC-Education Protocol and the Injury Prevention, 

Rehabilitation, and Compensation Act 2001 apply.

table 16: types of needs and relevant services to help claimants

Types of Needs Example of Injury Type of Funding

Learning needs (could also 

have personal care and 

mobility needs)

ll Traumatic brain 

injury (severe 

behaviour)

ll Complex spinal 

injury

ll Visual 

Protocol applies (both 

ACC and the Ministry 

of Education provide 

assistance, although GSE 

currently completes most 

assessments)

Personal care needs (no 

learning needs but could 

have mobility needs)

ll Complex fracture

ll Less serious spinal 

injury

ll Fractured dominant 

arm

No protocol (ACC provides 

help under education 

support and any other 

relevant key aspects of 

social rehabilitation)

ll Transport to school

ll Teacher aide 

assistance:

l attendant care

l learning 

support

ll Broken limb

ll Minor injury

No protocol (ACC can 

provide transport for 

independence)
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ll Chapter 11: 
Training for Independence

What is training for independence?

Training for independence involves training and coaching claimants to help them adapt to the impact 

of their injury and regain as much independence as possible. It focuses on maximising participation 

in their home and community environments.  The family and carers receive training alongside 

the claimant to assist with increasing the claimant’s independence and to provide support to the 

claimant to facilitate use of skills and knowledge gained.

Training for independence covers the following areas of independence:

ll communication – conveying and receiving information by using skills such as anger 

management, assertiveness, the ability to concentrate, language, memory, numeracy, social 

awareness, social skills and speech production and development, and communications 

technology

ll domestic activities – cleaning, laundry, meal preparation and associated shopping activities in 

relation to the claimant’s home

ll educational participation

ll financial management

ll health care

ll hygiene care

ll mobility

ll motivation

ll safety management

ll sexuality

ll the cognitive tasks of daily living, such as orientation, planning and task completion

ll use of transport
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ll for claimants who need equipment and aids, using and maintaining them and integrating them 

with their daily life.

Guidelines for assessing for training for independence

Training for independence is provided by a multidisciplinary team as required. 

Assessments for training for independence should consider:

ll any rehabilitation outcomes that would be achieved by providing the training

ll the extent to which the training, and the skills and knowledge the claimant is likely to acquire 

from it, are likely to reduce their need for further rehabilitation assistance.

The assessment report should state:

ll why training is an appropriate option to meet the claimant’s assessed need

ll the predicted outcome(s) for the programme and how this can be measured

ll the recommended timeframe for achieving the outcome

ll the provider required (not a specific individual, but the appropriate discipline or skill base 

suitable to deliver the programme)

ll whether the programme should be community or residentially based, depending on whether the 

claimant needs a residential setting to receive the training. 

Training for independence programmes should always be based on an assessment of need. Each 

programme should run no longer than the time needed to achieve the outcome. 

Post-programme independent assessment 

An independent assessment must be completed: 

ll after six months of an “active rehabilitation” programme (which focuses on rehabilitation and 

may include group therapy)

ll after 12 months of a “meaningful activity” programme (which aims to increase independence 

through, for example, domestic activities such as cleaning and cognitive activities such as 

planning and task completion).
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The assessment should:

ll review the goals and outcomes of the completed programmes and note whether they have been 

achieved

ll recommend future programmes, including outcomes and goals

ll offer alternatives to a training for independence programme

ll recommend timeframes of further independent assessments.

A functional rehabilitation approach 

Training for independence applies a “functional rehabilitation approach” that aims to:

ll maximise claimants’ independence in daily life by developing their abilities and reducing 

dependencies in some or all of the above areas of daily living

ll reduce claimants’ needs for further rehabilitation.

The approach:

ll provides training and coaching in a way that makes the outcomes durable and transferable 

between different environments. For example, the claimant must be able to use in their home 

environment the skills they learn in training away from home

ll uses a coach or carer to deliver the programme wherever appropriate

ll uses rehabilitation professionals to develop the programme, train the claimant and the coach, 

carer or family if required, and provide regular oversight of the programme if required

ll describes outcomes that achieve an observable and measurable increase in independence

ll ensures regular reviews of progress toward the outcomes 

ll focuses on specific areas of daily living, rather than on the disciplines of the providers (for 

instance, on mobility rather than physiotherapy, communication rather than speech language 

therapy).

A four-stage process

Training for independence involves four stages:

ll needs assessment

ll programme development
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ll programme delivery

ll programme reassessment.

Needs assessment

The need for training for independence may be identified through a hospital/residential 

rehabilitation discharge or a social rehabilitation assessment report. 

Programme development

Programme development includes:

ll translating general information from the assessment into specific outcomes and success 

measures

ll confirming the provider’s skill base and discipline

ll providing for progress reviews

ll using data from hospital discharge and social rehabilitation assessment reports

ll focusing on measurable gains as the claimant participates in a wide range of daily living 

activities.

Programme reassessment

Reassessment takes place towards the end of programme. 

The training for independence programme plan 

The training for independence programme plan comprises:

ll background information, including the assessment report, the ACC referral and any other recent 

reports the case manager believes are relevant

ll a statement of the identified rehabilitation outcomes

ll details of how the training programme will meet the rehabilitation outcomes

ll any cultural needs or considerations

ll details of the roles of the rehabilitation professionals and/or coaches and the graduated 

timeframes that will reduce the claimant’s need for involvement

ll other known providers/support agencies involved in the claimant’s rehabilitation

ll the venue/location of training
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ll claimant and family/whanau/caregiver responsibilities in managing the rehabilitation process 

and in training/coaching

ll information provided to the claimant and, with their consent, to significant others about the 

programme’s purpose and outcome 

ll evidence of multidisciplinary team consultation, where relevant

ll the programme’s timeframe. 

Ongoing monitoring

Training for independence programmes are monitored in three stages:

ll The training for independence provider sends a progress report to ACC at agreed timeframes 

through the overall programme plan.

ll The provider sends a programme completion report to ACC within five working days of the final 

training for independence session. This provides:

l details of how the provider has ensured the claimant has acquired durable skills

l confirmation of the support that has reduced as a result of the programme

l recommendations for further intervention, which must include clear predicted outcomes 

and timeframes.

ll An independent reassessment is indicated when the outcomes of the training have not been 

achieved or when further training is needed.
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ll Glossary of Terms

“ACC” means the Accident Compensation Corporation of New Zealand, and includes its 

employees, contractors, consultants, agents, successors and assigns.

“Activities of daily living” 

means activities which range from those that are fundamental for survival (such as 

eating, keeping warm, avoiding danger) to the more complex aspects of personal 

self-care and independent living (such as cooking shopping and housework).

“Assessment” means an assessment of a referred claimant’s needs for social rehabilitation 

services to achieve the expected rehabilitation outcome.

“Assessment service” 

means the assessment that may be arranged by ACC and completed by a contracted 

ACC assessor to assess a claimant’s needs for social rehabilitation.

“Assessor” means an assessor approved by ACC to carry out social rehabilitation assessment 

services.

“Attendant care services” 

means the provision of personal care and help with the cognitive tasks of daily 

living, such as health hygiene, mobility, motivation, communication, orientation, 

planning, task completion and protection of the injured person from injury in their 

ordinary environment.

“Case coordinator” 

means the person engaged by ACC as a case coordinator for the claimant for the 

purposes of the Injury Prevention, Rehabilitation, and Compensation Act 2001. They 

are based in a contact centre, managing claims by telephone.

“Case manager”  means the person engaged by ACC as case manager for the claimant for the 

purposes of the Injury Prevention, Rehabilitation, and Compensation Act 2001. They 

are based in an ACC branch.

“Claimant” means a person who has suffered personal injury and had a claim in respect of it 

accepted for cover under the Injury Prevention, Rehabilitation, and Compensation 

Act 2001 or earlier Acts.
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“Enrolled Nurse” means a nurse currently on the Enrolled Nurse Register with a current practising 

certificate.

“Family/Whanau” 

means the claimant’s extended family/whanau, their partners, friends and 

advocates, guardian or other representatives the claimant nominates.

 “GP” (general practitioner) means a medical practitioner who holds or is deemed to hold 

vocational registration in respect only of the general practice of medicine. 

“Hapu” means the sub-tribe component of iwi to which a claimant may indicate their 

connection or affiliation.

“Health services” 

includes goods, services and facilities provided to people for health purposes or for 

related or incidental purposes.

“Home-based rehabilitation” 

means a combination of services involving home help, child care and attendant 

care.

“Home help services” 

means services related to cleaning, laundry and meal preparation and associated 

shopping. “Home help” has a corresponding meaning.

“Independence” means the capacity to function in the following areas:

ll communication

ll domestic activities

ll educational participation

ll financial management

ll health care

ll mobility

ll motivation

ll safety management

ll sexuality
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ll cognitive tasks of daily living, such as orientation, planning, and task 

completion

ll use of transport.

“Individual Rehabilitation Plan” 

(IRP) means the plan ACC prepares for the claimant in consultation with them. It 

contains information about how the claimant’s rehabilitation needs are to be met, 

and the timeframe and the outcomes to be achieved.

“Iwi” means a tribe, common ancestor, canoe and region(s).

“Lifetime rehabilitation planner” 

means the person engaged by ACC who writes a plan for rehabilitation for a 

seriously injured claimant for the purposes of the Injury Prevention, Rehabilitation, 

and Compensation Act 2001. Together with the assessor, they identify a claimant’s 

needs and the options to meet those needs over the claimant’s lifetime. Once 

written, the plan is implemented by the case manager.

“Medical practitioner” 

means a health practitioner

(a) is, or is deemed to be, registered with the Medical Council of New Zealand 

continued by section 114(1) (a) of the Health Practitioners Competence 

Assurance Act 2003 as a practitioner of the profession of medicine; and

(b)  holds a current practising certificate.

“Occupational therapist” means a health practitioner

(a) is, or is deemed to be, registered with the Occupational Therapy Board 

continued by section 114(1) (a) of the Health Practitioners Competence 

Assurance Act 2003 as a practitioner of the profession of occupational therapy; 

and

(b) holds a current practising certificate

“Options” means different ways to meet claimants’ needs to achieve their rehabilitation 

outcomes.

“Personal care” means physical help to move around and take care of basic personal needs such as 

bathing, dressing, feeding and toileting.
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“Physiotherapist” 

means a health practitioner

ll is, or is deemed to be, registered with the Physiotherapy Board continued by 

section 114(1) (a) of the Health Practitioners Competence Assurance Act 2003 

as a practitioner of the profession of physiotherapy; and

ll holds a current practising certificate

“Policy” in this context is part of the ACC’s formal decision-making process. It is used to 

ensure adequate and accountable interpretation of the legislation and compliance 

requirements under which ACC operates.

“Registered Nurse” 

means a nurse currently registered as being able to undertake clinical practice and 

holds a current practising certificate issued by the New Zealand Nursing Council. It 

includes:

ll registered General Nurse

ll registered Comprehensive Nurse

ll registered Psychiatric Nurse.

“Rehabilitation” means a process of active change and support to help a person with a covered 

injury regain their health, independence and therefore their ability to participate in 

their usual activities, as far as practicable. It includes social rehabilitation (support 

in everyday living activities), vocational rehabilitation (help to return to work) and 

treatment for the effects of an injury.

“Rehabilitation outcome” 

means a rehabilitation goal, objective or result that may be determined by ACC and 

agreed in an Individual Rehabilitation Plan.

“Sleepover” refers to attendant care services when the provider is required to sleep at the 

claimant’s home in order to provide intermittent care throughout the night. The 

sleepover carer may also be required to meet the claimant’s needs in case of an 

emergency.

“Social rehabilitation” 

is about helping an injured person to restore their independence to the maximum 
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practicable extent. ACC does this by providing help to people with covered injuries, 

such as:

ll home help, child care and attendant care

ll equipment and aids for independence

ll training for independence

ll purchase and modification of vehicles

ll home modifications 

ll education support
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ll Appendix 1: 
ACC – Who We Are and What We Do

The Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC) is a Crown entity responsible for administering New 

Zealand’s accident compensation scheme. 

The scheme provides comprehensive, 24-hour, no-fault personal injury cover for all New Zealand 

citizens and residents. New Zealanders may also be covered for some entitlements when they are 

injured while overseas, as long as they meet ACC’s “ordinarily resident” criteria. Overseas visitors to 

New Zealand may be covered if they meet ACC’s cover criteria. 

In return people do not have the right to sue for personal injury, other than for exemplary damages. 

The scheme is governed by the Injury Prevention, Rehabilitation, and Compensation Act 2001. This 

Act: 

ll provides cover for injuries, no matter who is at fault

ll eliminates the slow, costly and wasteful process of using the courts to resolve compensation 

issues for personal injury

ll reduces claimants’ personal, physical and emotional suffering by funding timely care and 

rehabilitation that gets them back to work or independence as soon as possible

ll minimises personal financial loss by paying weekly earnings compensation to injured people 

who are unable to work because of their injury

ll focuses on reducing the causes of these problems – the circumstances that lead to accidents at 

work, at home, on the road and elsewhere.

ACC is responsible for: 

ll reducing the incidence and severity of injuries in New Zealand

ll collecting injury levies

ll determining whether claims for injury are covered by the scheme 

ll providing help (such as home help) for those who are eligible 
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ll paying compensation (such as earnings compensation, or lump sums for people who are 

permanently impaired as the result of an injury) 

ll buying health and disability support services to treat, care for and rehabilitate injured people 

ll advising the Government on personal injury policy. 

ACC’s structure

ACC employs 2000 staff in:

ll 30 branches throughout New Zealand

ll service centres in Hamilton and Dunedin, where all claims are received

ll four customer contact centres in Hamilton, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin

ll the corporate office in Wellington

ll a number of specialist units.

The service centres in Hamilton and Dunedin receive all claims from throughout New Zealand. 

Service centre staff immediately register the claims, assess them for an initial cover decision, and 

stream them for either fast processing or case management.

Initial cover decisions are communicated immediately to the person making the claim. If accepted:

ll no-risk claims involving only medical fees are paid immediately

ll low-risk and medium-risk claims are directed to customer contact centres for management using 

phone, fax and email

ll claims for serious or high-risk injuries are sent to the claimant’s local branch, where a case 

manager employed by or contracted to ACC manages the claimant’s rehabilitation.

ACC works closely with treatment providers to deliver effective medical and surgical and other 

treatment and rehabilitation services for claimants. Within ACC, ACC Healthwise is responsible for 

developing policy advice, care pathways, treatment and duration profiles, purchase contracts with 

providers and medical advisory support.
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A case management approach

ACC focuses on achieving maximum recovery for claimants according to the Injury Prevention, 

Rehabilitation, and Compensation Act 2001. To achieve this, we use a case management approach 

that involves working closely with injured claimants and their family/whanau, employers and health 

treatment providers.

ACC case managers, based in ACC branch offices, support the effective delivery of services to injured 

people with a particular focus on high-risk and seriously injured claimants. Multidisciplinary teams 

work at branch level to promote an environment that encourages independence yet targets services 

that offer the best outcomes for all parties. 

ACC case coordinators, based in our four contact centres, focus on case managing low-risk and 

medium-risk claimants who may require social rehabilitation such as home help, personal care and 

child care.

ACC lifetime rehabilitation planners identify the needs of seriously injured claimants and the support 

they are likely to require over their lifetime. This is documented in a lifetime IRP, which provides the 

basis for the claimant’s ongoing care and rehabilitation. 

What ACC covers 

ACC generally covers the treatment of “personal injury” – that is, a physical injury or a mental 

injury caused by a physical injury. Personal injury also includes mental or nervous shock caused by 

sexual assault or abuse. It does not include emotional effects such as hurt feelings, stress or loss of 

enjoyment. 

The most common causes of personal injury that ACC covers are: 

ll accidents at work, home and on the road 

ll a work-related gradual process, disease or infection 

ll treatment for personal injury covered by ACC 

ll medical misadventure 

ll sexual assault or abuse. 
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Physical injuries include wounds, lacerations, sprains, strains, fractures, amputations, dislocations, 

work-related gradual process injuries (eg. tendonitis or hearing loss) and dental injuries (in some 

cases) as the result of an accident.

Exclusions 

ACC does not cover:

ll illness 

ll injuries to teeth arising from their natural use 

ll cardio-vascular or cerebrovascular disease, unless it is a result of medical misadventure or a 

work injury involving effort that is abnormally applied or excessively intense 

ll personal injury caused wholly or substantially by the ageing process or by a gradual process, 

disease, or infection that is not work related.

ACC claimant entitlements

The Injury Prevention, Rehabilitation, and Compensation Act 2001 includes a range of entitlements 

to rehabilitate or compensate people whose claim with ACC has been accepted. These include:

ll rehabilitation (which includes social rehabilitation, vocational rehabilitation and treatment)

ll weekly compensation for loss of earnings

ll lump sum compensation for permanent impairment

ll death benefits.

ACC and the Treaty of Waitangi 

ACC is committed to upholding the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. In practice this means:

ll reducing inequalities between Maori and the general population in their access to services 

under the ACC scheme, and in achieving equality of outcomes for injury prevention, 

rehabilitation and compensation

ll ensuring services of a high standard are provided to Maori in a culturally responsive and 

appropriate way

ll recognising the importance of relationships between Maori and the Crown.
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Assessment services provided by ACC-contracted assessors must take into account and apply the 

principles of the Treaty of Waitangi:

ll Kawanatanga – Governorship and the Crown’s obligation to be responsive to Maori: within the 

legislative framework ACC will ensure that services meet the needs of Maori and are delivered 

and communicated in a culturally appropriate way.

ll Tino rangatiratanga – self-determination: ACC will involve Maori claimants and their whanau, 

together with Maori service providers, in the planning, delivery and supervision of treatment 

and rehabilitation services.

ll Oritetanga – quality: ACC will ensure that its services contribute to achieving optimal outcomes 

for Maori claimants and respect their cultural and lifestyle differences.
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ll Appendix 2: 
Community Nursing

What is community nursing?

Community nursing is treatment provided by a Registered Nurse or Enrolled Nurse with a minimum 

of three years’ post-registration experience in surgical/rehabilitation and community settings. It is 

provided either in claimants’ homes or in their workplaces. It does not include institutions with a 

Registered Nurse on the premises or with which ACC has a bulk funding arrangement. 

Community nursing aims to restore or maintain claimants’ maximum practicable level of health and 

independence, taking into consideration any injury- or health-related issues.

The service includes:

ll nursing assessment and planning of nursing treatment

ll medication management

ll pain management

ll wound care and drainage

ll infection control

ll dialysis management

ll skin integrity management

ll providing and applying consumables

ll health and rehabilitation education

ll basic counselling and support.

Community nursing can be either short or long term.

NOTE: ACC responsibilities include injury related needs only.
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Short-term community nursing 

Short-term community nursing does not require approval from an ACC case manager and comprises 

either a maximum of 12 visits or a six-week period of treatment (whichever comes first). 

The claimant’s need for short-term community nursing is identified by one or more of the following: 

ll their ACC case manager 

ll a district health board service

ll their GP or medical specialist 

ll a social rehabilitation assessor 

ll another treatment provider. 

Long-term community nursing

Long-term community nursing services:

ll are required beyond six weeks or after 12 visits from the claimant’s date of referral or discharge 

from hospital

ll require a social rehabilitation and nursing assessment before they start

ll require approval from an ACC case manager/coordinator 

ll require a reassessment if outcomes are not achieved.

Guidelines for assessing for long-term community nursing

Wound care and infection control

The following aspects of wound care and drainage are included in the contract for community (home 

based) nursing: 

ll Wound care and drainage – including:

ll managing and dressing post-surgical trauma/infected/ulcerated wounds

ll implementing aseptic techniques

ll monitoring/Implementing diets high in protein and vitamin C

ll reporting and treating any signs of infection

ll opening and closing wound drainage  
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ll removing sutures as directed by a medical practitioner, if appropriate

ll providing appropriate education on dietary restrictions, medication regimens, activity 

limitations, wound care, and possible complications 

Infection control (particularly in the case of a notifiable disease), including:

ll educating the claimant and their family/whanau/care worker(s) in infection control and 

minimising the spread of disease/infection

ll instituting proper isolation techniques as required by specific conditions

ll using surgical aseptic techniques when appropriate, such as when caring for open wounds and 

irrigating or entering sterile cavities.

The assessment report needs to include:

ll the wound dressing regime that was used before the assessment

ll the type of dressing required

ll how often the dressing is required

ll the estimated time for wound healing

ll the impact of any underlying medical conditions or other factors that could potentially affect 

healing such as: 

l diabetes

l arterial and venous disease

l poor nutrition

l smoking 

l the claimant’s socioeconomic status

l ageing

l alcoholism

l immobility

l prescription drugs such as corticosteroids

ll the presence of infection

ll strategies for infection control
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ll pain management as required.

The user guide has more information on:

ll suggested wound dressings

ll the usual time it takes to complete specific nursing activities.
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